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Why is 2009 (5769) Such a Special Year
for Jews Worldwide? Because this year our
sun returns to the exact spot it occupied at
the time of Creation - something that
happens only once every 28 years!To
celebrate this special occasion, the Jewish
people across the world recite The Suns
Special Blessing which is known as Birkat
Hachamah in Hebrew. Every twenty-eight
years this Hebrew blessing for the sun is
recited. The next date set is April 8, 2009
in the Hebrew year, 5769.At this time, the
sun returns to the position that it was, when
the Universe was first created. Every 28
years, as the Jewish community celebrates
the return of the sun to its original place in
the heavens at the precise time and day of
its creation, this prayer is universally
accepted as part of Jewish law.The Suns
Special Blessing (Pitspopany Press, March
2009) tells the story of a third grade class
learning about this special blessing with
their teacher Mr. Jacobs. Mr. Jacobs tells
the class that when he was in third grade,
his class buried a time capsule that they
filled with wonderful mementos from
1981. As they buried their time capsule, his
class recited the special blessing on the
sun. With shovels in hand, Mr. Jacobs
marches his third grade class outside to
find the exact spot where he helped bury
the time capsule. When they open it, the
class discovers the ancient artifacts that
were so popular in the world 28 years
earlier. Now its their turn to say the special
blessing on the sun and put into the time
capsule what they think represents their
world of 2009. What would you put into
the time capsule?
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Birchas Hachamah - The Blessing of the Sun - Being Jewish Mar 27, 2014 This article may contain special
characters or charts. To view it correctly, you can select the PDF version of this document by clicking here. The
Blessing for the Sun - A Birkat Hachamah Primer - Birkat At Jewish Blessing of the Sun, Plenty of It at
Jerusalems Western Wall Birkat Hachamah (BEER-kaht hah-chah-MAH) is a special blessing recited once every 28
years, commemorating the work of Creation and acknowledging G-d The Suns Special Blessing: Sandy Wasserman,
Ann D. Koffsky What is so special about the sun, and why is this blessing made so infrequently? Known in Torah
writing as the Great Luminary, the sun is the primary support of : Blessing of the Sun: The Rebbe, Eli Shmotkin:
Movies Jun 30, 2009 Sandy Wasserman is a teacher, author, wife, mother, and grandma, and lives on Long Island, NY.
She has taught for more than 30 years in Birkat Hachamah - Blessing G-d for the Sun - Special Years - Chabad This
is the blessing on the sun it comes only once in twenty eight years! It can not be said except at a very special time, as we
shall shortly explain. This year Images for The Suns Special Blessing In this study I would like to look at a blessing
The Blessing Of The Sun - ???? This Ashlamata will still be in our ears when we recite this very special blessing. As
Another 28 Years Passes, Jews to Recite Blessing of Sun Apr 8, 2009 (CNN) -- At dawn Wednesday, Jews around
the world celebrated the Blessing of the Sun, an event that happens once every 28 years. Jews in The Shocking Truths
about Heaven, Hell and Your Birthright Blessing - Google Books Result Oct 31, 2016 Blessing of the Sun is a boss
spell used by Rafaam Unleashed in The League of Explorers. For more information, see Rafaam Unleashed. Blessing of
the Sun - LA Times The Suns Special Blessing, is my new. Jewish childrens picture book. Talia is a third grader in a
Day School, about to learn a special blessing for the sun,. The Suns Special Blessing Sandy Wasserman Jewish
Books God sent Elisha to herald a special blessing for her. The sun gives light, and the rain provides water for the good
and evil alike, but God gives special favor to Blessing of the Sun - What is so special about the sun, and why is this
blessing made so infrequently? Known in Torah writing as the Great Luminary, the sun is the primary support Bircas
Hachammah: Blessing of the Sun-Renewal of Creation Every 28 years the sun returns to the same position, at the
same time of the week, that it occupied at the time of its creation. A special blessing, the sun blessing Jews around the
world celebrate The Blessing of the Sun - Telegraph Jewish Practice Jewish Holidays Special Years Birkat
Hachamah The Service Text of the Blessing on the Sun Ceremony, in Hebrew and English Preferably, the Blessing of
the Sun should be recited between sunrise and the end Birkat Hachamah - Blessing G-d for the Sun - The Once in 28
Years Birkat Hachamah - Blessing G-d for the Sun - Special Years Apr 8, 2009 When the sun returns to the same
position, at the same time of the week, that it occupied at the time of its creation, we recite a special blessing. Blessing
for the Sun - Illustrated Guide - Part 1 - Birkat Hachamah Send A Card Jewish Practice Jewish Holidays Special
Years Birkat Hachamah Multimedia Birkat Hachamah - Blessing G-d for the Sun. The Once in Once Every 28 Years:
Blessing on the Sun - Israel National News Apr 8, 2009 Jewish worshippers wrapped in prayer shawls, participate in
the special Blessing of the Sun prayer at sunrise on the Eitam Hilltop near the none Apr 6, 2009 Services will be held
on Wednesday as the sun returns to the position it occupied at For Jews, Another 28 Years, Another Blessing of the
Sun. Jews celebrate Blessing of the Sun - Buy The Suns Special Blessing on ? Free delivery on eligible orders. Room
for Love and Faith: The Shunammites Blessing - Google Books Result Apr 8, 2009 Jews observe sun ritual for first
time since 1981 . The special blessing called the Birkat Hachamah in Hebrew was marked in many time Jews mark
sun ritual for first time since 81 - World news - World Apr 9, 2009 By any measure, the sun blessing is a special
event for Jews, said Rabbi Ronen Neuwirth of the Ohel Ari congregation in the central Israeli the Blessing on the Sun The Jewish Magazine Birkat Hachama (???? ????, Blessing of the Sun) refers to a rare Jewish blessing that is recited to
the Creator, thanking Him for creating the sun. From an astronomic point of view, there is nothing special to these dates
e.g. the sun, moon, planets and stars will not be aligned in any specific pattern. The Blessing of the Sun Birkat
Hachamah GalEinai Revealing Bircas Hachammah: Blessing of the Sun-Renewal of Creation (Artscroll Mesorah
Series) [David J. Bleich] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The Suns Special - Welcome The fourth and fifth
vial judgmentsPart II In pouring his vial on the sun, the 4th angel will cause abnormal intensity in the suns rays. As
such, earths ecological There is a special blessing thanking G-d for carrying out the acts of creation, said once every 28
years on a certain day (see below) upon seeing the rising sun. Birkat Hachama - Wikipedia The blessing that we will
(Hashem willing) make this year over the sun is Who . have instructed their communities to make special sections for
the women, none Tens of thousands of worshipers stood next to the Western Wall in the walled Old City to perform the
special blessing, called the Birkat Hachama in Hebrew. Birchat Hachama - Blessing the Sun - Ascent of Safed
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Birkat Hachamah Texts - Text of the Blessing on the Sun - Chabad Dec 3, 2009 Jewish Law stipulates that a
special blessing is to be recited when we see the sun at the same place, on the same day of the week, and the
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